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Abstract
Consumer perception of food products is a very complex phenomenon that is influenced by a wide
range of characteristics. The major motivation for food science and nutrition should be sensual
features, cost/price balance, and consumer health (sufficient/balanced nutrition). However, there
are important differences between theory and reality. Food choice is a complex process influenced
by a number of factors related to the product, the consumer, and the consumption context. The
role of the consumer in determining the market success of a product is of maximum relevance.
Consumer perceptions and preferences are in motion and in change. Understanding and analyzing
consumers’ motivation factors, perception and preferences are important both food industry and
also governments. In this study, some of these factors were discussed and aimed to identify them
with reasons.
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1. Introduction
Consumers may have different motivations for their food selection behaviours. Past research indicates that sensory appeal, healthiness, convenience, and price tend to be the most important factors that influence food choice
[1]-[4].
Food choice is a complex process influenced by a number of factors related to the product (intrinsic and extrinsic properties), the consumer (e.g. knowledge, beliefs, attitudes), and the consumption context (e.g. occasion,
cultural environment) [5]. The role of the consumer in determining the market success of a product is of maximum relevance [6]. The motivation for food choice may be influenced by an interest in health, weights concern,
sensory pleasure, ideological reasons, convenience, price or familiarity [5]. Certainly, with the developments in
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technology, consumers also deal with the safe food production techniques and processes [7]. Over the past several years, investigators have assessed the concerns of consumers toward a variety of novel food technologies
and other food-related safety issues [8].

2. Food Safety and Health
Directing consumers to safe food may be possible by determining their current perceptions and revealing and
analyzing the factors affecting their motivation preferences. While there is a continuing work in the field of food
technology for the development of new techniques and methods, to make food safer and trying to bring sustainability to the safe food supply, it is interesting to note that some consumers prefer products made of conventional methods and even in some cases they are prepared to pay higher prices for these products. Therefore,
there is a need that the preferences and perceptions of consumers for each type of food should be determined by
taking into account regional factors. While these studies are being executed, it must be remembered that consumer perceptions and preferences are in motion and in change e.g. in the late 1970s and early 1980s, consumers
of food products very quickly became convinced that additives were dangerous and should be avoided. By the
mid-1990s, interest in organic and natural foods had begun to rise and consumers also started becoming more
aware of some of the potential benefits of additives. However, although consumers were aware of the benefits
additives could deliver, the automatic assumption that additives were “bad” remained and consumers felt that
additives should be reduced in our foods [9].
A number of demographic variables such as household income, number of children, gender, or age influence
an individual’s perception of risk [10]. Knowledge, beliefs and attitudes to food are the results of cultural background, eating habits established during childhood and the constant flow of information about food in daily life
[5].
If consumers who have strongly negative attitudes towards chemicals no longer equated synthetic with toxic
and natural with safe, consumers would be able to judge food hazards more appropriately [10]. In addition, this
consumer opinion, also supported the opinion that has been said before; that the principal element of insecurity
by consumers are thought to arise from the doubts against the applied process technology used for this food.
Studies focusing on “production method” show that consumers tend to trust traditional and natural production
methods more than methods associated with modernity and industry [11].
These negative attitudes towards additives may be associated with health concerns. From a technological
point of view, food additives play an important role in the development of complex foods. However, the use of
additives is an emotional topic, which provokes consumer concern [10]. Signalling production method has
strong effects on consumer perceptions, especially if combined with specific regional origins. These results
might indicate consumer distrust in more industrial production systems [11]. Additive names, sometimes difficult to pronounce for layman persons, give rise to the impression of unfamiliarity, which in turn results in perceptions of higher health risk [10].

3. Novel Technologies
The fact that the perceived potential risk of the technologies was the most important factor influencing consumer
interest in their use, suggests that regardless of the actual risks of the technologies, the perceived risks are the
critical determinants of the market success of these technologies [8].
Consumers tend to amplify the risk when a food or a technology is unknown, or to minimize the risk in familiar foods or home preparation [10]. From a consumer’s perspective, innovation in foods may either imply
real novelty or modifications of already existing products [12]. Lack of knowledge among consumers regarding
innovative and emerging food technologies can serve as a major impediment to their acceptance [8]. In a qualitative study carried out with 12 focus groups in six European countries, Guerrero et al. [12] studied the acceptance of innovations in traditional products in terms of packaging, convenience, nutrition and sensory properties.
These authors found that consumers are open to packaging and convenience-oriented innovations, on the condition that they do not modify the fundamental intrinsic characteristics of the product. Further, changes in sensory
quality such as modified flavors are not welcome in traditional foods [12]. Corroborating these results, Vanhonacker et al. observed that European traditional food consumers welcome innovations that highlight the authenticity and origin of traditional foods and improve their shelf-life, but reject innovations that may affect the sensory properties of the product [13].
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Credence cues addressing production methods affect liking, while expectations are also affected by information and influence hedonic ratings. Cues signaling traditional production seem to affect liking in a positive direction, whereas signals of “modernity” or “industrialized food” seem to have a negative impact on liking [11].
French consumers tend to reject the convenient packaging, which may reduce the traditional image of the cheese.
Consumers have a higher acceptance for organic production than for conventional production of traditional
cheese. The same trend is observed in Norway for special occasion consumption [13]. However, depending on
the characteristics of the information about production method, the weight of the attributes may differ, and the
number of papers found here was rather too limited to generalize consumer responses to a wide array of production-related factors, especially in novel production technologies [11].

4. Natural and Organic Food Perception
In the context of food safety, the public desires sufficient food, as well as more choices, year-round exotic and
convenience foods, and the choice of organic or conventional, local or imported, value-added or traditional
products. All of these parameters contribute value to the producer and benefits to the consumer but may be associated with varied and sometimes serious health risks [14]. Western developed world has attached the adjective
“natural” to food products whenever possible [15]. Additionally, during the same period, organic food has acquired a growing consumer base. A large body of research has examined consumers’ willingness to purchase
and consume organic food [3] [16]-[18].
The attitudes toward “natural” in the developed world are dynamic and continuously changing [15]. For example, until the 19th century, “natural product” primarily referred to perishable products; the term later changed
to be correlated with toxicity before the current, benevolent view was adopted [19]. Risk/safety, nutritional value, sacredness, and stewardship are among the issues that have influenced the perception of nature, and all of
these factors are affected by social standing, education, and time period [15] [19].
The opinions about deteriorating in naturalness can especially be associated with the trend manifested towards
organic food in all countries and communities. It has been reported that health is a stronger consideration compared with animal welfare and environment for consumers choosing organic dairy products [20]-[22], and it is
likely, although not yet proven, that such health considerations would drive, at least partially, the choice of pasture based milk and dairy products as well [21]. When consumers make food purchasing decisions, health-related attributes of food have become as important as non-health related attributes such as taste or sensory appeal,
familiarity, and convenience. This trend may contribute toward the growth of organic food sales because organic
food is generally believed to have a higher nutritional content [23]. The credence of production method may
contain different dimensions. On the one hand it may attribute to culture and tradition, meaning traditional production methods related to specific regions or cultures. As food systems have become more globalized and industrialized, consumers are increasingly aware of food from many different places, but as the “link to nature”
has eroded, they show an interest in dedicated rather than generic products [11]. In a previous study, Ergonul
(2013) noted that consumers generally reduce consuming high-fat foods, try to purchase safe foods free of hormones, pesticides and chemical residues, try to purchase packaged foods free of pathogenic microorganisms, try
to consume foods free of toxic heavy metals, and they try to purchase much more organic foods for maintaining
a healthier life in Turkey. Also, consumers’ increasing demand for organic food may also be attributable to socially conscious consumerism [24]. More consumers are aware of the environmental, social, and economic impacts their choices may incur [23].

5. Nutritional Value and Sensory Properties
Consumers judge food quality on its sensory characteristics and on the nutritional value, health benefits, calorie
content and vitamins, which determine the individual preferences for specific products [6] [25].
Taste is a major condition for acceptance, in addition to the trustworthiness of health claims [6] [26] [27].
According to Verbeke (2006) [27], numerous consumer studies have pointed to the primary role of taste in directing the food choices of consumers. This finding is in agreement with Hernandez-Carrion et al. (2011) who
showed that the most important factors conditioning consumer food choice attitudes were that the item “tastes
good,” “is good value for money” and “keeps me healthy”; however, the “health” factor was not the most important factor [6]. The previous consumer studies show that the factor of taste is to be a critical driver of consumer perceptions of food quality and acceptance [8].
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6. Media

According to the World Health Organisation (WHO), 2.2 million people worldwide die from food-borne diseases waterborne diseases every year combined [28]. Choosing what to eat and negotiating food risks has become a
continuous challenge exacerbated by inaccurate expert/scientific knowledge [29]. True, clear, and understandable sources of knowledge are crucial to correctly orient consumers. However, one factor that should be considered when constructing this information source is the motivation for purchasing.
Consumers rely on the mass media for relevant information, and the media affects their purchase decisions
[30]. The mass media are often a source of conflicting information about food, nutrition and health, resulting in
beliefs and attitudes about the healthiness of foods that may diverge from the established knowledge [5]. Advertising and media publicity have been found to affect consumers’ reallocations of expenditure across different
food groups. Advertising often conveys a positive effect on certain food purchases. However, media publicity is
not always positive [30].

7. Age, Gender and Socio-Economic Statute
Socio-economic and demographic features affected the consumers’ knowledge and attitudes. Compared to elder
consumers, the young consumers seem to be less health conscious and more biased in their healthiness expectations related to foods [5]. Some previous studies also note that higher education may be positively correlated
with healthy dietary patterns [31]. Also, the awareness and knowledge of food hazards was higher among females and individuals with higher education and income [24] [32]. Higher socioeconomic groups seem to be
more motivated by ideological factors, while lower socioeconomic groups focus on convenience, price and familiarity [33]. Also some studies indicate that gender affects a consumer’s views of food consumption [34]-[36].
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